PARTS OF A CITATION

**BOOKS:**

- Printed Books

Author  
*Title*  
Date of publication or copyright date  
Place of publication  
Publisher  
Edition  

**Example:**  

- E-Books:

Author  
*Title*  
Date  
E-Book publisher (name)  
Digital object identifier  

**CHAPTER IN A BOOK:**

Author of chapter

Title of chapter

Editor

*Title of book*

Date of publication or copyright date

Place of publication

Publisher

**Example:**


Edited by Editor, A. Location: Publisher.

(There is a colon after the title of the book and before the page numbers.)


**ARTICLE:**

- *Article in print*

Author of article

Title of article

Date

*Title of journal/yearbook/periodical/magazine*

Volume

Issue

Date
Example:


**Electronic article (from the web/database)**

Author of article

Title of article

Date

*Title of journal/yearbook/periodical/magazine*

Volume

Issue

Date

Pages

Available from database (name the database):

URL of database or the Digital object identifier (doi)

Example:


Or:

If the article has a digital object identifier use it and omit the name of the database and the URL of the database.
Example:


**SOURCE ON THE WEB/INTERNET/ONLINE**

All the normal 'parts' of a book, article, etc.

Available from: URL
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